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Editor’s Musings
New and improved, the two most over used descriptors in advertising. Why, because it works. There’s
something about the unfulfilled promise of something new, a new relationship, a new car, a new home. Of course, we
have to try it out before we know it is actually better. Thus, it is with New Years celebrations, the promise of what is to
come. We celebrate the passing of the old year and ring in the new hoping it will be better.
A new year is only a promise, we have to make it better. When it comes to your modeling, perhaps this is the
year you decide to push yourself out of your comfort zone and try new techniques. Back in 2014 when construction
began on the Western Kansas Rails layout, a decision was made to scrap everything from the past and try new ideas.
Atlas code 80 flextrack was replaced by Micro-Engineering code 55, all track switches are scratch built all the way
through new scenery techniques.
Why not make this the year you push yourself to try new products and ideas, and perhaps start or continue the
process to achieve your Master Model Railroader certificate.

Founded in 1984, the Union Pacific Historical Society (UPHS) is an
independent non-profit organization dedicated to the preservation of the history
of the Union Pacific Railroad from its beginning in 1862 to the operation as it is
today. The society is not supported by or affiliated with the railroad other than
the preservation of its rich and colorful history.
• Regular membership (for those in the USA over 25 as well as all those abroad)
Both Youth and Regular memberships entitle one to receive four issues of our
highly acclaimed quarterly magazine, The Streamliner, as well as discounts on selected products in the Company Store.

Check out their website: http://uphs.org/
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Subscribe today: https://rrmodelcraftsman.com/
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The principal purpose of the
Operations Special Interest Group
(OPSIG) is to discuss, develop and
disseminate ways of operating
model railroads to realistically
emulate practices of the prototype. This includes sharing information on various methods of generating, moving
and controlling traffic to heighten the feeling that our models are an active and integral part of the national rail
transportation network, serving shippers and consignees throughout the nation. We also discuss and
communicate information about the methods and procedures used by the real railroads and ways of most
practically and realistically adapting them to the model world.
So, if you like to operate the railroad you've created, this is a place to learn more and find others with
similar interests. Just click on the link: https://www.opsig.org/
We publish a quarterly magazine, The Dispatcher's Office, which in addition to containing articles and
information on railroad operations (both prototype and model), contains listings of operating layouts, sessions,
and events that members are invited to attend. Back issues are available. In addition, the OPSIG web site serves
as a clearinghouse for publicizing regional operating events and meetings, where layouts are open for guest
operations. We also have a Facebook page and send out the Second Section email newsletter on a regular basis.
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The Western Kansas Division, NMRA has a YouTube page hosted by Robert Simmons. In the last 28 days, the
channel received 2,497 views and currently has 797 subscribers. Recent videos include…
Using the brand new Brooklyn Locomotive Imports SD40-2s to test the DCC operations
line for track defects (we found 3) after repairs were completed.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tom5eKzeEiU

We take a look at the newly arrived Scale Trains N-scale autoracks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQ1_qR_8wy0

The Christmas Spirit in Western Kansas.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reRJCcDIaO4

Just click the link: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9EPv8cQ04rRGAYts-734jw
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Our Story
In 2011, Midwest Model Railroad started with the idea of making this hobby more accessible to everyone. Since day one
we have strived to keep our operating cost to a bare minimum and pass on those savings to you. As of this summer,
2021, we are succeeding in offering some of the best prices anywhere in the hobby, with one of the largest lists of new
inventory in the United States.
Some great side effects of this goal have been the creation of real time inventory on our website and a turnaround time
of just one day between purchase and shipping. We are centrally located in Kansas City, MO meaning orders to any
corner of the United States arrive with in just a few days.
As you explore our store, you will find we deal in more than just model railroad. Board Games, slot cars, and much,
much more coming with the new expansion, finding just what you are looking for is simple and efficient.

Now with 15,000 sq ft, Midwest is one of, if not, the largest model train stores in the country.
Click the link to the website: https://midwestmodelrr.com/
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Christmas Haul
I hope everyone had a Blessed and Merry Christmas. This year, Santa gave my Wife some help with the gifts
(remember, as long as it says “from Santa”, you’re not really buying for yourself)

(Left) Depending on how this next year goes, this could be a
very timely gift. Tony Koester’s new book on multideck layout design
will give many needed insights on the new home layout.

(Right) For almost two years
the new train room in the
basement has been ready to
begin construction.

(left) The crew lounge and Dispatcher’s nook (not
shown) are also nearly complete.
I am still going through the mental gymnastics of
what geographic area to model, and what roads to
include, so I’m still in the planning stage.
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The latest issue of the Caboose Kibitzer is now online for your enjoyment.
We hope that this email finds everyone healthy and safe. With everything that is going on, there is current news on upcoming
events in this issue. Please stay safe and remember to share your model building experiences and activities on the MCoR NMRA Face
Book Page as well!

The MCoR / LSR Joint Convention was a great weekend!
Please take a few minutes and see what our new editorial staff has put together for you. If you have any comments, suggestions,
ideas, or articles we would love to hear them.

In this issues, you may find information on such topics as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Member Awards and Achievements
Regional Club Listings
Train Show Information
Scratch Building Articles
Railroad History
Modeler’s Experiences
Regional Pike Registry
Layout Operations
Railroad History
Convention News
MCoR Division Activities

Just click on the link below, you will
have access to the First Issue
of Volume 72 of the Caboose
Kibitzer.
Latest Caboose Kibitzer!
All of our electronic back issues
are also available at on the MidContinent Region NMRA web site.
http://www.mcornmra.org/region/CK.html

In your service,
Brad Slone MMR
President
Mid-Continent Region NMRA
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What is NRail?
In 1974, Jim FitzGerald started
publishing a newsletter with the
intent of establishing
communications with the N scale
community about new ideas and
about N scale. That newsletter
became the NTRAK Newsletter and
in 1994, NTRAK became a formal
organization with incorporation. In
2000, T-TRAK was born and
introduced through The NTRAK
Newsletter which continued to be a communications channel for the N scale community.
Today, N scale is the second most popular scale in the North America and the Newsletter continues to be a
communications channel for N scale. The purpose of NRail is to promote N scale in all forms, all standards in
many different environments at many different displays.
Membership in NRail supports N Scale and provides the communications channel on which N Scalers have
come to rely.

Become a member - join us now!
Membership in NRail includes:






a year of the Newsletter (6 issues)
support of the National T-TRAK Layout
support of NTRAK layouts at major train shows
access to the Members Only section of NRail.org
discount on merchandise in the NRail store

Click on the link to view the website: https://nrail.org/
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We exist to preserve the history and chronicle the operation of the Burlington Northern Railroad and its
successors, as well as the MRL. For information on historical societies for railroads that merged to become the
BN or BNSF. You will find all sorts of interesting, informative and useful information about the BN, BNSF
and MRL such as locomotive and freight car lists, employee timetables, yard maps and much, much more.
The information is all free. The cost of maintaining it comes out of the annual dues paid by members of our
society plus other donations. If you find this site useful, consider joining.

Members receive our quarterly publication, The BN Expediter, an all color
magazine containing all sorts of information and stories about the railroads we
cover.

Click the link for the web site: https://fobnr.org/
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Real Deal

Just before Christmas 2021, I was looking for interesting items for the Real Deal and was able to get close to the
old turntable in Dodge City in the BNSF yard. (Above) a distance view of the entire turntable.

(Below) A closer look at the control shack.
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Real Deal

(Above) A zoom shot of the turntable.
(Below) A view of the right side showing the pit wall.
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Real Deal

(Above) A trio of BNSF muscle idles in the Dodge City yard.
(Below) BNSF 532 was built in October 1990 as ATSF 532 a GE B40-8W. It also wore BNSF warbonnet colors.
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Real Deal
(Left) The middle sister of
the trio is BNSF 8184, a
GE ES44C4. No builder
information was available

(Right) Not a good vantage point, but the third sister is
BNSF 7972 is also a GE ES44C4.
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Click on the link to follow the antics of the Western Kansas Division:
https://www.facebook.com/Western-Kansas-Division-592835177514577
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Regular members receive the Society’s quarterly magazine,
The Warbonnet, the quarterly newsletter, Running Extra, and
receive a 20% discount on most Society publications and
offerings. They also receive access to the Members’ Only area
of the website, which contains hundreds of documents about
the Santa Fe.
Join today, just click on the link: https://sfrhms.org/
The Society and its predecessors have been publishing information about the Santa Fe since
1969. The Society offers exceptional publications on the history and modeling of the Santa Fe.
From its flagship quarterly magazine, The Warbonnet, to its comprehensive books on history,
motive power, rolling stock and modeling, the Society is the definitive and authoritative
source on all things Santa Fe.
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Click on the link for the website: https://www.springcreekmodeltrains.com/
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Click on the link for the website: https://www.nmra.org/
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Become a Registered Reader today: https://model-railroad-hobbyist.com/
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WKR Update
The WKR Track Gang ran into some track issues after the Dodge City
Train Show in November.
(Right) The first issue was some transport damage to one rail of section
15, one of the yard modules. This same rail has been damaged several times, so
a permanent fix needs to be made to the end plate. This rail has already been
repaired.

(Left) Just after coming back from the show, our
new motive power from Brooklyn Locomotive Imports
(BLI) arrived in the mail. Of course, they are all
MoPac, N-scale, with DCC & Sound. The first trip around the layout found three track issues that needed to be delt with.

(Above) How we missed this before is beyond me, but the joint between modules 14 and 15 was not lined-up.
It has caused a few problems but not many.
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WKR Update

(Above) Just a touch of the soldering iron, and the rails now line up, a permanent fix.

(Left) The first switch
in the center of the photo
had one of the point rails
break the solder joint.
The rail was repositioned,
heat applied, and the
issue was terminated.

The new BLI locomotive also had problems with two switches, but a slight adjustment with a Dremel and cut off disk
fixed both issues. Now the new locos circle the layout smoothly. Check out the Robert Simmons YouTube channel for
video proof. (scroll up to page 5)
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WKR Update

(Above) Last month, the scenery crew completed Phase I of the new concrete plant, the three aggregate bins.
(Below) Phase II begins, the construction of the main building…
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WKR Update
Step 1 is to gather photos and
measurements from the structure to be modeled.
So, I took the opportunity afforded by Christmas
Day to visit the site. I like using holidays as I know
the plant will be shut down and I will not be
interrupting their operations.

I took a note pad, my phone and a tape
measure. Each side of the structure was
photographed, with extra photos of “detail” items.
One important measurement was the
distance between the ridges of the metal siding
(12-inches) so I can now order the proper size
Evergreen sheet styrene. To get overall
dimensions, I started at one corner then measured
each door and window.

Once the
sheet
styrene
comes in, the
construction
can begin.

While
waiting, I can
do some
drafting
work to
make scale
plans on
paper.
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Click on the link for the website: http://mcor-nmra.org/
Click on the link for the Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1851848998468077
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Check out our MeWe page here:
https://mewe.com/p/westernkansasdivisionnmra
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Our mission is to preserve and promote the heritage of the Missouri Pacific Railroad and
its affiliates. This includes the Texas & Pacific, Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Kansas Oklahoma &
Gulf, Alton & Southern and many other roads that were part of the MP family.

The 2022 convention will be held in Palestine, TX on October 6-9.
Look for more info on the 2022 convention in January.
The Society publishes an illustrated quarterly magazine called "The Eagle." Each issue
contains current news and articles of historical interest. Rosters of equipment, technical information
and data, and modeling projects are just a few of many items of interest published along with the
business of the society.

Click on the link for the website: http://www.mopac.org/
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Register today…just click on the link:
https://www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?preview&event_id=13724
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Click the link to the website:
https://www.nscalesupply.com/nscalesupply.html
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We’re Back!
Layout and Design Operations Weekend 2022

March 18th, 19th, and 20th
Presented by:

The Indian Nations Division of the NMRA
Three operating sessions. Choose from 16 great layouts Friday and Saturday Evenings and Sunday Morning

Guest speakers on Saturday from 8:15 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Doug Tagsold, Rich Gibson, Eric Hansmann, and Richard Frazier
Registration and sign in from 7:30 to 8:00 a.m. at the Akdar Shrine Center

Catered Lunch will be Served
Track plan consulting available during the lunch period
Visit https://tulsanmra.org for more information and signup
Registration Fee: $40.00 (No Change since 2017!)
Akdar Shrine Center
2808 S Sheridan Road, Tulsa, OK 74129
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Date Book
January 2022
8th & 9th
Sat & Sun

McPherson Train Show
McPherson Community Building
https://www.mcphersoncountymakerspace.org/trains

McPherson, KS.

February 2022
5th & 6th
Sat & Sun

Wichita Train Show & Swap Meet
https://besttrainshow.com/

Wichita, KS

12th & 13th
Sat & Sun

Lawrence Model Railroad Club Annual Train Show / Swap Meet
https://www.railserve.com/jump/train_shows.cgi?ID=17

Lawrence, KS

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Trackside Model Railroading™ Digital Magazine & Movies
Trackside Model Railroading is a publisher for model train enthusiasts who want to enjoy layout tours in depth.
The digital magazine is advertisement-free and covers two layouts each month. We feature layouts of all the fine scales
with lots of full-page photos, articles about the railroads, and short videos.
Our DVD and Blu-ray movies feature much more video of the layouts and often include interviews, operations,
and creative backstories and railroad history.

Just click the link: https://www.tracksidemodelrailroading.com/
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The mission of the Rio Grande Modeling & Historical Society is to preserve and disseminate historical
information about the collective Rio Grande railroads for the benefit of our members and to others by creating and
promoting fellowship and education among persons interested in the D&RGW. Locating, gathering, preserving,
interpreting and distributing information, documents, publications and other tangible items relating to the D&RGW.

The RGM&HS publishes The Prospector, is our professionally produced and beautifully
illustrated quarterly magazine featuring the finest work of historians and other experts on all
aspects of Rio Grande Railroad. Dealer inquires on carrying our magazine are welcome. You
can contact membership@rgmhs.org for more details.

Click the link for the website: https://www.rgmhs.org/
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